Dear Veterans,

In case of Demise of a Serving Soldier, the initial pension and documentation for all entitlements are processed/assisted by the Units. The units must detail a special courier to Record Office/MP 5 & 6/MPRSO, PAO/PCDAO/PCDAP, AGIF, ZSB and all other concerned establishments. However, once the pension commences and other terminal benefits are settled, the Spouse/NOK need to know some important issues related to her pension and entitlements.

1. PPO. It is the most important document. Pension notified as Ordinary/Special/Liberalised (OFP/SFP/LFP). Please ensure that the entitled family pension is correctly revised as per OROP Tables and 7th CPC, specially the older BC pensioners.
2. Descriptive Roll be obtained from Record Office/MP5/MPRSO, giving service particulars of the deceased and other personal details.
3. Ensure Nominee for Bank a/c and Life Time Arrears are notified.
4. In case of AGIF deposits under Social Security Deposit (SSD) Schemes, receipt be kept in safe custody and maturity period be noted.
5. Iden Card from ZSB: widow/ War Widow/Dependent
6. Apply for CSD Cards as primary beneficiary
7. Apply for online 64 KB ECHS Card for self as primary beneficiary and dependents.
8. Register with ZSB for entitlements/welfare schemes/employment offered by the State Government
9. Register with DGR for any eligible scheme
10. Register self/dependents with AWPO for employment in the corporate sector.
11. Register on Veterans Portal, email details as per NOK form given in the link: https://www.indianarmyveterans.gov.in/showfile.php?lid=505
12. BC cases to Obtain Entitlement Card for Children Education Grant through Record Office/MP 5 & 6.
13. BC cases entitled 100% reimbursement of Tuition & Hostel fee till Graduation. Apply for Education Grant up to Graduation with CW3 as per the link given below: https://www.indianarmyveterans.gov.in/showfile.php?lid=1081
14. Grants to the Fatal Cases (BC & PC) by DIAV:
   a. Education Grant to BC-for PG & Professional Courses for Wards.
   b. Education Grant to PC- from Class I up to Graduation, PG & Professional Courses for Wards.
   c. Education grant for Widows- for Graduation, PG & Professional Courses.
   d. One Time Computer Grant - BC & PC pursuing Graduation and above (Wards & Widow).
   e. Daughter’s marriage/ Widow marriage/ Orphan Son’s marriage grant.

For detailed information on Entitlements, Benefits, Welfare Schemes to the Spouse and NOK, please visit the link below: https://www.indianarmyveterans.gov.in/war_widows.php?lang=1 Kindly communicate these details to your units for wide publicity for the benefit of the Spouse/NOK of the Serving Soldiers who died in harness.

Keep staying at Home, wishing you all a very good health

Regards
Directorate of Indian Army Veterans
9868732800